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Abstract 
This thesis investigates the extent of interdependency between the sulfur (S) and nitrogen 

(N) assimilation pathways in the commercially important, S-accumulating, monocot species, 

onion CUDH2107 (Allium cepa L.), to elucidate some of the regulatory points of cross-talk 

between these two pathways.  

To test the interactions between the two pathways, a factorial S x N depletion experiment 

was set up. Plants were grown in short day conditions to maintain the pre-bulbing stage 

after which they were transferred to long day conditions to promote bulbing. At the end of 

the short day conditions, the plants were harvested as leaf, pseudo stem and root and at 

the end of the long day conditions, as leaf, bulb and roots, for each of the four treatments. 

The four treatments comprised of control treatment (designated C; comprising 14 mM N 

and 2 mM S), low S treatment (designated –S; comprising 14 mM N and 0.25 mM S), low N 

treatment (designated –N; comprising 3.5 mM N, 2 mM S) and coupled low S and N 

treatment (designated –S-N; comprising 0.25 mM S and 3.5 mM N).  

In terms of changes in biomass, both the root and the shoot biomass tended to be higher 

under the –S treatment at the bulbing stage, although these changes were only significant 

for the root biomass. Under the – N and the –S-N treatments, the shoot biomass was much 

lower when compared with the control plants at both the pre-bulbing and the bulbing 

stage, although no change in the root biomass was observed. The exception was at the 

bulbing stage under the –S-N treatment where the root biomass was significantly higher 

when compared with the control plants.   

At the transcriptional level in response to the -S treatment, the relative transcript 

abundance of commonly used S-starvation marker genes, AcHAST1;1LIKE1 and AcAPSR1 

increased in both root and the leaf tissue and was more marked at bulbing. In contrast, 

transcript abundance of AcAPSK1, which marks a bifurcation in the S-assimilation pathway, 

decreased. At bulbing, a decrease in the relative transcript abundance of AcATPS1, AcSIR1 

and AcOASTL3 in the leaf tissue and AcATPS1, AcAPSK1, AcOASTL2, AcNRT2;1LIKE1 and 

AcNiR1 in the root tissue was observed in response to the –S treatment. However, in 

response to N deprivation, under the –N as well as –S-N treatment, the transcript 

abundance of AcHAST1;1LIKE1 and AcAPSR1 was dramatically reduced in the roots with a 

significant  induction in the leaf tissue at both the stages. In addition, relative transcript 

abundance of AcATPS1 , AcAPSK1 and AcSOX1 also increased whereas AcOASTL2, AcNR1 
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and AcNiR1 decreased under the –N and the –S-N treatments in the leaf tissue, at pre-

bulbing. However, at bulbing, transcript levels of AcOASTL2 and AcNR1 also increased 

under both, the –N and the –S-N treatments. In the roots, at pre-bulbing, the relative 

transcript abundance of AcHAST1;1LIKE1, AcNRT2;1LIKE1 and all the down-stream 

reductive S and N assimilation genes investigated declined, while the transcript abundance 

of AcAPSK1 increased. A similar response was observed at the bulbing stage for most genes 

except AcSOX1 and AcOASTL3 which increased and AcOASTL1, AcOASTL2 and 

AcNRT2;1LIKE1 showed no change. Similar to the leaf under the –S-N treatment, the 

transcriptional profile of the genes investigated in the roots under the –S-N treatment also 

showed a dominant response to N depletion. 

In terms of protein accumulation and enzyme activity, AcSiR1 declined in the –S treatment 

but accumulated in the –N and the –S-N treatment in the leaf tissue at pre-bulbing  

whereas at bulbing, a decline in protein accumulation was observed under all three 

treatments. The AcSiR1 enzyme activity declined under the –S and the –N treatment but 

remained unchanged under the –S-N treatment in the leaf tissue at the pre-bulbing as well 

as the bulbing stage. In the roots, AcSiR1 accumulated under the –S treatment in both the 

stages whereas activity remained unchanged. No AcSiR1 protein could be detected under 

the –N treatment at both stages and in the –S-N treatment at pre-bulbing, whereas the 

activity increased under these treatments at both stages. Under the –S treatment in the 

leaf tissue, AcNiR1 accumulated slightly at both pre-bulbing and bulbing whereas the 

activity remained unchanged. Under the –N and the –S-N treatments, AcNiR1 declined in 

the leaves at pre-bulbing but accumulated at the bulbing stage. However, the activity 

remained unchanged at the pre-bulbing stage and was below the assay detection limit at 

bulbing. In the roots, the AcNiR1 accumulation response was similar to that in the leaf 

tissue under each treatment at both the stages, whereas the activity declined under all 

treatments at both stages except at the pre-bulbing stage under the –S treatment where it 

remained unchanged.  

The accumulation of a set of targeted metabolites was also compared over the four 

treatments. A decline in the S containing flavour precursors, including the lachrymatory 

factor, thiopropanal-S-oxide, was observed in all tissues in response to low S supply. 

However, glutathione only declined in the leaf at the bulbing stage.  An effect of the –S 

treatment on the accumulation of N-containing metabolites was observed as an 

accumulation of the amino-acids in the pseudo-stem and the bulb. In contrast, a decline in 

the accumulation of the amino-acids and derivatives was observed in the leaf at bulbing. In 
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response to the –N treatment, most of the N-containing metabolites declined systemically, 

including the N-pathway cysteine precursor, O-acetylserine and serine. Flavonol glucosides 

accumulated in a tissue-specific manner in the pseudostem at the pre-bulbing stage but 

declined in the bulb tissue. Generally, sugars accumulated systemically at both 

developmental stages whereas sugar phosphates accumulated only in the leaf and root 

tissue at the pre-bulbing stage. The lachrymatory factor thiopropanal-S-oxide, accumulated 

in the leaf at the pre-bulbing stage but declined at the bulbing stage in response to the –N 

treatment. The metabolite accumulation profile in the plants under the –S-N treatment was 

similar in all tissues to that of the –N treatment at both the stages. 

The results from the factorial experiment suggest a hierarchy of N nutrition over S nutrition 

in A. cepa, where the incorporation and accumulation of S metabolites as well as bulb 

formation is regulated by N availability. 

A putatively novel point of interaction between the S-assimilation and the N-assimilation 

pathways via sulfite reductase (AcSiR1) and nitrite reductase (AcNiR1) was also 

investigated. Recombinant AcSiR1 and AcNiR1 were each able to reduce both sulfite and 

nitrite, although with a higher specific activity for the physiological substrate in each case. 

Further, solid phase binding assay indicated a positive interaction between the two 

recombinant proteins, although this could not be confirmed by Isothermal titration 

calorimetry (ITC). In addition to this, in a short term S x N depletion experiment with 

Arabidopsis, AtSiR1 transcripts only declined in the –S-N treatment in the leaves whereas 

AtNiR1 transcripts declined in the –S, -N as well as –S-N treatment in wild type plants. In 

the roots, AtSiR1 transcripts decline in both the –N and the –S-N treatment in the roots 

whereas no significant change was observed in the AtNiR1 transcripts. In a sir1 T-DNA 

knock-down line of Arabidopsis, the AtSiR1 and the AtNiR1 transcripts did not change in 

response to any treatment in both leaf and the roots.  

Substrate redundancy between AcSiR1 and AcNiR1, in vitro, along with the other 

interaction studies suggest that although both AcSiR1 and AcNiR1 can reduce both 

substrates, the possibility of this being a direct point of cross-talk between the two 

pathways is not conclusively established. 
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